Introduction
The goal of this article is to introduce the readers of Measurement to the basic ideas and principles underlying the measurement of psychological attributes, such as intelligence and extraversion. Several of the ideas and principles are also leading in educational assessment, health research, marketing, opinion research, policy research, political science, and sociology. Measurement instruments for psychological attributes are much different from measurement instruments used in physics, chemistry, biology and medicine, but several ideas and concepts are similar so that there are enough areas of recognition for Measurement readers.
In what follows, I first introduce psychological measurement instruments. Second, I discuss several important basic concepts. Third, I use a deterministic (mathematical) measurement model to explain how a formal model enables psychological measurement. Fourth, I discuss two error sources that threaten the quality of measurement instruments. Fifth, I discuss probabilistic (statistical) measurement models known as item response models. I provide an example of scale calibration, which shows how to use item response models and illustrates the logic of fitting models to data and drawing conclusions about scale calibration. Finally, I compare psychological and physical measurement.
Measurement instruments for psychological attributes
Measures of time, temperature, blood pressure and radioactivity have had a long history of unsuccessful attempts before instruments were constructed that provided precise measurement controlling as much as possible for disturbing influences. In psychology, attributes of interest are, for example, general intelligence [1] ; specific abilities important in cognitive development during early childhood, such as conservation of quantities [2] and transitive reasoning [3] ; personality traits, the five most important traits being extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, emotional stability or neuroticism, and intellect, intellectual autonomy, or openness to experience [4, p. ix] ; and attitudes, for example toward one's father or one's body [5] . Attempts to measure psychological attributes started in the late nineteenth century [6] [7] [8] (also [9, 10] ) and have continued since, leading to the progressive improvement of the quality of the measurement instruments. Measurement instruments have become more precise-that is, providing repeatable measurement values by better controlling for random measurement error [11, 12] and valid-that is, better representing the attribute of interest by controlling for disturbing influences from other sources simultaneously influencing the measurement process [13] [14] [15] .
Measurement instruments for psychological attributes appear different from clocks, thermometers, sphygmomanometers, and Geiger-Müller counters. I provide three examples. First, I consider the measurement of transitive reasoning [16] for which an instrument is used that consists of a set of problems, such as those shown in Fig. 1 [3, 17] . The problem in the upper panel requires the child to deduct from two boxes containing differently colored sticks-the premise information-which of the two sticks on the right, which are partly hidden but identifiable by their color, is the longest. Each premise is presented on a pc screen while the other premise is invisible, and the final task must be solved in the absence of the premises. The problem in the lower panel is formally identical but involves the comparison of animals with respect to their age (told to the child by the experimenter), which deprives the child of visual information.
The choice of these and similar problems is based on the theory of transitive reasoning [3, 16] , and the problems operate as stimuli that invoke responses from the child that are informative about transitive reasoning. Transitive reasoning theory posits several properties that may be varied across different problems, so that several problems are presented in the measurement instrument eliciting a wide variety of relevant responses from the child. Properties may concern the logical relationships between the objects in a problem (inequalities, equalities, or a mixture of both; in Fig. 1, inequalities) , the number of objects in a problem (defining the number of premises; in Fig. 1 there are 3 objects, hence two premises), and the mode of the problem (abstract or figural, as in Fig. 1 ). After recording incorrect responses as 0s and correct responses as 1s, a statistical measurement model [11, 18] is used to analyze the childrens' 0/1 scores with the purpose of calibrating a scale for transitive reasoning.
Second, a measurement instrument for extraversion [19] may contain statements to which a person indicates the degree to which they apply to him/her, such as I feel uncomfortable in the company of other people
Does not apply
The respondent is asked to rate one box. The five boxes together form a rating-scale. In different instruments, the number of boxes varies between 2 and 10 but 5 is the most frequently used number. Extraversion is a complex attribute, so that a measurement instrument typically consists of a large number of statements, each covering a different aspect of extraversion. For example, the most frequently used instrument for extraversion, the NEO-PI-R [19] , uses 48 statements. The ratings for each of the statements are transformed to ordered scores, usually 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4, such that 0 stands for the lowest extraversion level for the aspect covered by the statement (here, the right-most box), and 4 for the highest level (the left-most box). A statistical measurement model is used to analyze the 0-4 scores with the purpose of calibrating a scale for extraversion. Third, many school subjects are tested using sets of problems or questions. For example, in primary school proficiency in arithmetic may be tested using a set of arithmetic problems, one of which could be [20] :
A tower is 30 m high and casts a shadow 12 m long. The tree next to the tower casts a shadow 5 m long; how high is the tree?
Tests are often graded by assigning credit points (0 for an incorrect answer and 1 for a correct answer) to solutions given for individual problems and adding the credit points to obtain a total score, which may further be transformed to a scale well-known to the students and their parents. Intelligence measurement may also involve the ability to manipulate numbers, measured by a set of problems to which the student provides answers. The 0/1 scores are analyzed using a statistical measurement model leading to a calibrated scale. I give an example of scale calibration for arithmetic ability in the section on probabilistic measurement models.
The three examples clarify that psychological attributes are not directly observable through sensory detection but have to be inferred from the person's responses to a set of problems or statements or other kinds of stimuli not discussed here, such as building blocks, mazes and games (used in child intelligence measurement) and ranking and sorting tasks (for the measurement of attitudes and preferences). Psychological theories describe how the attributes manifest themselves in conjunction with environmental influences as observable behaviors, and posit the choice of the stimuli best suited for invoking the observable behaviors as responses.
Basic concepts
Psychological measurement instruments are called tests or questionnaires. A test requires maximum-performance-the person is instructed to do the best (s)he can. This is relevant in intelligence measurement, cognitive ability measurement, and educational testing. A questionnaire requires typical behavior; that is, the behavior a person usually exhibits when placed in a particular situationthe person is instructed to show who (s)he is. Typical behavior is required in the measurement of personality traits and attitudes. The problems, statements, and other stimuli used in tests and questionnaires are called items. Sets of items replace the long lasting observation of a person in real life until (s)he spontaneously exhibits the behavior of interest, for example, typical of (non)intelligence. It simply would take too much time before enough evidence was collected. Thus, test and questionnaires are efficient, standardized means of collecting the relevant information.
Individuals that respond to items are often called testees (intelligence measurement), respondents (trait and attitude measurement, survey research), or examinees (educational assessment), or sometimes subjects or simply persons.
Measurement models define desiderata in terms of mathematical assumptions. For example, the different items must all invoke responses to the attribute of interest. In the measurement model, this is mathematically represented by one explanatory variable. When the formal structure of the measurement model corresponds well with the structure of the data-the 0/1 scores, or the ratings running from 0 to 4-one presumes that the model assumptions by implication hold for the scale defined by the set of items. Psychometrics is the branch of statistics that deals with the measurement of individual differences between persons on the attribute of interest, and includes such diverse topics as methods for test and questionnaire construction and validation, and statistical measurement models.
A deterministic measurement model
I consider an artificial example for the personality trait of introversion. Introversion (as opposed to extraversion, which is one of the so-called big-five personality traits [4] ) is defined as ''a keen interest in one's own psyche, and often preferring to be alone'' [4, p. 6] . In clinical contexts, interest is often with excessive introversion as part of pathologies, and in personnel selection interest is mostly with extraversion as a trait relevant to particular jobs (e.g., sales manager, teacher). I assume for the sake of simplicity that the next 4-item ''questionnaire'' can be used to measure introversion (the statements are different from statements used in the NEO-PI-R [19] ; copy-right issues prohibit the use of items from this questionnaire):
No Yes The respondent is asked to rate the box corresponding to the answer that best typifies what (s)he would do when finding himself in the situation described. Ratings in the left-most box are scored 0 and ratings in the right-most box 1, reflecting that the higher score represents the higher level of introversion (it may be noted that with these four items the Yes answer is always the answer typical of the more-introvert person). Assuming the items each reflect a different aspect of introversion as derived from the attribute's theory, a measurement model can be used to represent the 0/1 scores obtained from a sample of persons as a single mathematical dimension. Once such a dimension has been extracted from the data it may serve as the scale on which people may be located with respect to their introversion levels.
From the respondent's viewpoint, rating the Yes box of the four items requires increasingly higher levels of introversion as one moves from the first to the fourth item. Typical introvert people may be expected to endorse the first statement but this can also expected from many non-introverts because almost everybody likes to be alone now and then. Even though many people like to spend New Years Eve in the company of other people, preferring to spend it with ones closest friend is not really a sign of an introvert personality but it is not as common as liking to be alone now and then. Feeling uneasy in the company of other people can happen occasionally for a large number of reasons but when this is the common reaction it may be a sign of maladjustment. This is even more likely for people who admit to keeping completely silent as a rule when being among other people.
The common view in psychological measurement is that answers to items are partly liable to uncertainty, reflecting that human behavior is partly unpredictable. Also, one particular behavior instance can have multiple causes. Thus, data also contain random error affecting measurement precision and systematic distortions affecting validity. For the moment, I assume that people respond to items without producing such irregularities, which results in perfect data. This provides an effective steppingstone to statistical models that I discuss in the last section.
I assume that the items can be used to calibrate a scale for introversion. It is common to assume that the numbers on the scale are values of a so-called latent variable, which is denoted by h. The items are ordered from low introversion level to high introversion level, corresponding to increasingly higher h levels. I assume that the item levels or locations on the h scale are represented by parameters d 1 , d 2 , d 3 , and d 4 . For the items in the example, I assume these values to be ordered
J is the number of items in the questionnaire.
Guttman [21, 22] formalized this simple idea as a measurement model. Let random variable X j denote the scores on item j (here, X j ¼ 0; 1), and PðAjBÞ the probability of event A given event B. The Guttman model is defined by two assumptions:
If a person indexed v is located on the h scale to the left of item j, (s)he is not introvert enough to rate yes; that is
If person v is located to the right of item j, (s)he is moreintrovert than the level the item represents, and will rate yes; that is
Fig. 2 provides a graphic representation of these two assumptions for the four introversion items. The unique feature of this model is that it prescribes that if a person answered no to, say, item 2, it is completely certain that (s)he also answered no to the items 3 and 4. Also, if we would know that another person answered yes to, say, item 3, it would follow that (s)he also answered yes to the items 1 and 2. Thus, under the Guttman model it must not happen that a particular person says yes to one particular item and no to another item that represents a lower introversion level.
The Guttman model is an extreme model for human behavior, because it assumes that behavior is completely predictable and perfectly consistent. Given that four (J ¼ 4) items each with two answer options in principle can produce 2 J ¼ 16 different patterns of 0s and 1s, it is easily deduced that the Guttman model only allows J þ 1 ¼ 5 of these patterns: 0000, 1000, 1100, 1110, and 1111. This restriction means that given the number of yes answers, respondents can be located in intervals between two adjacent item location parameters. For example, if John answered yes three times, his h value is located between d 3 and d 4 ( Fig. 2) . Because intervals can be ordered, the Guttman model defines an ordinal scale.
In contrast to what the Guttman model predicts, real data produced by a sample of respondents in principle contain all 16 item-score patterns. Probabilistic models can describe the frequencies in which such patterns are expected given the respondent attribute levels and the item parameters. If the expected frequencies are consistent with the observed frequencies obtained in a sample, the model fits the data and a scale can be calibrated. Significant deviations suggest misfit, but may also suggest possible ways of improving the instrument.
Before discussing probabilistic measurement models, I discuss two types of error that affect the quality of the measurement instrument. The first type is random measurement error. More random error impairs measurement precision. The second type is systematic error. A greater influence of this error type impairs measurement validity. I discuss how both errors can be controlled, but also notice that control is imperfect.
Two error types

Random measurement error and measurement precision
This error source reflects the random component in human behavior [11] that impairs the precision of an observable measurement value as an estimate of the person parameter h. It is assumed that even under well-controlled measurement conditions, respondents give partly unpredictable responses, for example, due to variation in mood, concentration and attention, alertness due to their physical condition, and consistency of decision-making. Given this variation, repeated measurement of the same person would produce a so-called propensity distribution of observable measurement values rather than one value [11, p. 30] . The smaller the variation of the measurement values, usually expressed in the standard error of the distribution, the more precise an observable measurement value. As these repeated measurements are impossible to obtain due to practice and memory effects, in practice only one measurement value for each respondent is available. Mellenbergh [12] discusses the two standard solutions to get a grip on measurement precision.
One solution is to use the data collected in the whole sample of respondents to estimate one standard error that is assumed to be useful for each respondent. This is the 'classical test theory' solution [11] , which still is the approach that psychologists use most frequently to determine measurement precision. This popularity probably is due to the approach's simplicity even though it is at odds with the assumption that different persons may be measured with different precision. The other, more advanced solution is to statistically model the response process to the items such that a standard error is obtained that varies across different scale values, reflecting the amount of statistical information present in the item scores for different scale values. In psychometrics, the latter solution is considered superior.
Real tests and questionnaires do not have perfect measurement precision but the researcher can construct his/ her instrument to have at least high precision by using two principles. First, a larger number of items usually increase measurement precision. Second, the item location parameters d j determine to a high degree where the scale measures precisely (i.e., with small standard error). For example, if a test uses a cut-score h 0 to make a decision about passing or failing, the two principles jointly stipulate using many items with d j ¼ h 0 . Item parameter estimates have to be obtained in prior research.
Systematic measurement error and validity
This error source reflects the problem that it is impossible to isolate a psychological attribute as the only source systematically influencing the responses to the items. In practice, responses to items often have multiple causes that are impossible to separate completely from the attribute of interest. A test or questionnaire that measures the intended attribute well is said to be valid [13] . The reduction of unwanted influences on the measurement process improves validity. Unlike measurement precision, validity is a controversial topic in psychometrics; for an anthology of different views, see [14] .
Language skills provide an example of a disturbing influence that is active in nearly all psychological measurement [23] . In the examples I gave-verbally formulated introversion statements and arithmetic problems presented as little stories-language skills influence the response process and disturb the measurement of introversion and arithmetic ability. Some control over language skills can be realized by using simple words and sentences.
In maximum-performance measurement, badly chosen items may invoke cognitive skills different from the ones that are really of interest, and thus pose another threat to validity. Recently, statistical models known as cognitive diagnosis models [24, 25] have been proposed to study the skills active in solving particular problems, thus facilitating the identification of irrelevant skills and improving validity.
Response styles pose a threat to the validity of typical-behavior measurement. Examples are the tendency to avoid giving answers in the most extreme rating-scale categories [26] or tending to answer in the ''safe'' middle category [27] . Typically, these tendencies are independent of the item content. Another example is social desirability [28, 29] , which is the inclination to give answers the person expects to be acceptable for many people. For example, in response to the item ''I will not say a word when I am among people I do not know very well'' a person who indeed is silent and knows this but also is aware that this kind of behavior is not well accepted, might be tempted to answer no out of a desire to conform. Also, persons may be tempted to answer coherently, avoiding apparently inconsistent answers even if these inconsistent answers describe their typical behavior well [30, 31] . These tendencies are sometimes measured using separate questionnaires, and the results are used to statistically correct the measures of interest.
In general, many of the disturbing influences can be controlled to some degree by carefully choosing items and preparing well-standardized testing conditions. Additional control is obtained by using a probabilistic measurement model. Such a model is based on assumptions that restrict the number of explanatory variables and exclude (or model) dependencies among items attributable to additional influences on responses. This is the topic of the next section.
Probabilistic measurement models
Probabilistic measurement models, such as item response models, overcome the problem of determinism typical of the Guttman model (e.g., [18] ). I discuss several item response models and one model in particular, which is the simple yet popular Rasch model [32, 33] . The discussion of the Rasch model illustrates several general principles of item response models. I also present the results from a data analysis using the Rasch model, and explain how the results lead to a calibrated scale for arithmetic ability [20] .
Models
The Rasch model is defined for items with 0/1 scoring. For a latent variable h and an item location parameter d j , the Rasch model defines the conditional probability of obtaining a 1 score as a continuous function of latent variable h,
This function is called the item response function for item j. Eq. (1) depends only on one item parameter, d j . As a result, the Rasch model is also called the 1-parameter logistic model. Fig. 3 (left) shows item response functions for four items with different d values. In contrast to the Guttman model (Fig. 2) , in the Rasch model the function increases monotonically in h. Let h represent arithmetic ability, then the Rasch model assumes that as ability level increases, the probability of giving the correct answer also increases. Response probabilities are between 0 and 1, thus explicitly allowing for inconsistency. The location parameters correspond to scale values for which PðX j ¼ 1jhÞ ¼ :5. Items located further to the right have higher d values and response probabilities that are uniformly smaller for all h values. Hence, the d s are also interpreted as difficulty parameters. Fig. 3 (right) shows four item response functions from the more general 2-parameter logistic model [18] . In this model, item response functions have different slopes at the inflexion point ðd j ; :5Þ. The parameter, which quantifies the slope in the inflexion point, is called the slope parameter or the discrimination parameter, and is denoted a j .
The item response function for the 2-parameter logistic model equals
The steeper the slope, the better the item separates relatively low h values to the left of location d j from relatively high h values to the right of location d j . The 3-parameter logistic model [18] is much used in educational measurement when guessing for the right answer, as with multichoice items, can be a problem. A third item parameter c j is added to the model in Eq. (2), which equals the probability that someone with an extremely low h value gives the correct answer. The resulting item response function is
Several other models have been proposed for 0/1 scores. So-called explanatory item response models [34] 
For the transitive reasoning items in Fig. 1, I mentioned task features such as the logical relationships between the objects, the number of objects, and the mode of the problem. Explanatory item response models use a limited number of parameters that explain why, for example, tasks using equalities are easier than tasks using inequalities; and so on. Not only can such models produce calibrated scales but they also contribute to a better understanding of the response process; in addition see [24, 25] . Several item response models have been proposed for rating-scale scores [18] . Such models are more complex than models for 0/1 scores because they define response functions for each discrete item score, so that each item is characterized by several such functions. The linear common factor model, which is not an item response model, can be used for the analysis of continuous data [36] , such as response times (i.e., the time it takes a respondent to solve a problem). Recently, Van der Linden [37] proposed an item response modeling approach to continuous response times.
In preference scaling, respondents are asked, for example, which beer brands they prefer with respect to bitterness. Beer brands are assumed to have a location on a bitterness scale ranging from mild to strong, and different respondents are assumed to have their own locations corresponding to their optimal preference. The closer one's location is to that of the beer brand, the higher the probability that one picks out that brand, and the further away one's location is on either side of the item location (the brand is either too bland or too bitter), the lower the probability. Preference, unfolding and ideal-point item response models for preference data thus have response functions that are single peaked [38] .
Response functions usually are represented by parametric functions such as the logistic functions in the 1-, 2-, and 3-parameter logistic models, but it may be argued that parametric functions are unnecessarily restrictive and hamper the fit of a model to the data. Alternatively, nonparametric item response models only posit order restrictions on response functions while maintaining an ordinal person scale [39] . Nonparametric item response models thus are more flexible and fit more readily to data, and ordinal scales are often sufficient for the applications envisaged in psychology. See Post [40] for a nonparametric preference item response model.
Reckase [41] proposed multidimensional item response models that account for several attributes simultaneously influencing item responses. These models facilitate the inclusion of additional latent variables that may describe influences on test performance that are difficult to control, such as the previously mentioned language skills, response styles and social desirability. Latent class models can be used whenever the latent variable is discrete [42] rather than continuous. Discrete attributes are typically found in the clinical context, for example, when people can be classified into a group showing a pre-schizophrenic profile known as schizotypal personality disorder and a group that does not have this profile [43] . The first group is at risk of developing schizophrenia.
Estimation
I briefly explain parameter estimation for unidimensional item response models for 0/1 item scores, and the Rasch model in particular. Let X be the data matrix for the 0/1 item scores of N persons on J items (order N Â J).
Let vector h ¼ ðh 1 ; . . . ; h N Þ and let x denote the vector containing all item parameters for a particular item response model. For example, for the Rasch model x contains the J item location parameters and for the 2-parameter logistic model x in addition contains the J discrimination parameters. The problem to be solved is which sets of parameters h and x most likely generated data matrix X. In statistics, this is the well-known maximum likelihood (ML) estimation problem for which several approaches have been proposed. Here, I discuss two of these approaches.
The likelihood of the data is denoted LðXjh; xÞ. Item score x vj denotes the 0/1 score of person v on item j. Scores of different persons are independently distributed. For example, different persons did no have any knowledge of one another's answers when providing their own answers. Also, item response models assume local independence, meaning the absence of additional influences on the responses to some items but not to others. Technically, local independence means that, given a fixed value of h, the item scores are independent. For brevity, let P j ðhÞ ¼ PðX j ¼ 1jhÞ. Under these assumptions, the likelihood equals
Joint maximum likelihood estimation is a method that estimates the item and person parameters simultaneously, but it is known to result in inconsistent estimates; that is, the estimates do not approach the parameter values as sample size N grows [44] . Alternatively, marginal maximum likelihood (MML) estimates the item and person parameters in separate steps, and produces consistent estimates. MML works as follows.
In MML, the distribution of random variable H, denoted f ðHÞ, is often assumed normal with mean l and variance r 2 . MML is based on a likelihood, which is the average of LðXjh; xÞ across f ðHÞ (the jargon is that H is integrated out of the likelihood), and which is defined as
MML estimates or assumes parameters l and r 
Pðx v jx; l; r 2 Þ:
For example, given distribution parameters l and r 2 for the Rasch model the maximization of this function with respect to the item difficulty parameters in x yields estimates that are the most likely given the data in X [45] . Once these estimates are available, in a second step Bayesian methods [44] are used to estimate the person parameters h. The usefulness of the estimates depends on the fit of the Rasch model to the data in X, which is the topic of the next subsection. Because I focus on the Rasch model, I discuss another interesting ML method, which is only feasible for the Rasch model, being a member of the exponential family [35] . This is conditional maximum likelihood (CML) estimation. Typical of CML is that by conditioning on the total scores for persons (i.e., the number of 1 scores on the test), one obtains equations that only contain the item parameters d 1 ; . . . ; d J but not the person parameters h. The item parameters are then estimated independently of h and f ðHÞ, which thus allows calibration independent of the particular group that took the test. Similarly, h is estimated independent of d 1 ; . . . ; d J , and for a person different item sets thus produce the same measurement value. Hence, it is possible to disentangle the influence of the properties of the items and the attribute level of the tested person on the probability of giving correct answers.
Briefly, CML works as follows. Let n ¼ expðhÞ and
Person parameter n has the same interpretation as h, but e j is interpreted as item easiness (a higher value implies a higher response probability) rather than item difficulty.
Let vectors n ¼ ðn 1 ; . . . ; n N Þ and e ¼ ðe 1 ; . . . ; e J Þ. The total score for person v is the sum of his/her item scores, that
is, x vþ ¼ P J j¼1 x vj . Similarly, the total score for item j is
The likelihood for the Rasch model can be written as
From the right-hand side one can see that one does not need the complete data matrix X to estimate the model parameters but only the total scores for persons
. . . ; NÞ and items ðx þj ; j ¼ 1; . . . ; JÞ. These total scores are sufficient statistics for the model parameters. Sufficiency is a feature of exponential models, and ascertains the estimates have certain desirable properties; see [46] for a discussion of these properties. In the next step, the total scores for the N persons are collected in a vector x Nþ ¼ ðx 1þ ; . . . ; x Nþ Þ, and the probability of the data matrix X given these person totals and the model parameters is considered, that is PðXjx Nþ ; n; eÞ ¼ PðXjn; eÞ Pðx Nþ jn; eÞ :
It can be shown [32, 35] that Eq. (3) depends only on the item parameters e and the sufficient statistics for n and e but not on the person parameters n. The resulting equation is the conditional likelihood, which is solved for the item parameters e. The CML item parameter estimates are consistent. Next, ML [47] is used to estimate n. ML estimation also yields the standard errors for the estimates of n. These standard errors are used to express the precision of the estimates and are scale-dependent. Thus, they provide the superior indicators for measurement precision that vary across the scale; see [12] .
Goodness-of-fit research
The Rasch model predicts a particular structure in the data, and before estimated parameters can be interpreted, goodness-of-fit investigation must ascertain whether the model gives an adequate description of the data. Glas and Verhelst [48] provide a summary of goodness-of-fit methods. In the data example, I use the asymptotic v 2 test statistics R 1 and R 2 . The R 1 statistic tests the null hypothesis that the J item response functions estimated from the data resemble parallel logistic functions as in Eq. (1). Rejection of the null hypothesis suggests that different item response functions have different slopes. The standard normal statistic U j evaluates for each item whether the estimated slope is steeper than expected under the Rasch model (e.g., U j < À1:645) or flatter (e.g., U j > 1:645). Another way to assess slopes is to estimate the slope parameters a j under the 2-parameter logistic model. The researcher may choose to delete deviant items from the test or to fit a more flexible model allowing varying slopes. The R 2 statistic tests whether local independence holds in the data. Rejection of the null hypothesis is taken as evidence of multidimensionality. The researcher may choose to split the test into subtests or to fit a multidimensional model [41] and provide persons with multiple scores corresponding to the different dimensions.
A Scale for arithmetic ability
The goal of this section is to show how the goodness-offit of the Rasch model to real data is investigated, and how the results are used for calibration. The example is only meant as an illustration. It does not result in a scale for use in real applications for measuring student's abilities.
The data were kindly made available by CITO National Institute of Educational Measurement (Arnhem, The Netherlands); also see [20] . The 13-item test measures arithmetic of proportions and ratios, using items like Item 5 mentioned previously: ''A tower is 30 m high and casts a shadow 12 m long. The tree next to the tower casts a shadow 5 m long; how high is the tree? (Formal problem: ð30 : 12Þ Â 5 ¼ ?).'' A sample of 612 Dutch primary school students tried to solve the problems (0 = incorrect, 1 = correct). The Rasch model was used to calibrate a scale by means of CML estimation, using software package RSP [49] . First, I discuss the goodness-of-fit analysis, then the calibration of the scale, and finally I suggest directions for future research.
Goodness-of-fit investigation
The R 1 statistic indicated that the 13-item response functions were not parallel logistic curves (R 1 ¼ 64:20, df ¼ 36, p ¼ :003) and that local independence did not hold (R 2 ¼ 128:07, df ¼ 72, p ¼ :000). Table 1 shows that based on estimated relatively small slope parameters a j (<.73), a subset of 8-items with nearly the same slopes could be selected (0:90 < a j < 1:24). For this 8-item subset, RSP analysis supported the hypothesis of equal slopes (R 1 ¼ 29:44, df ¼ 21, p ¼ :10), which was corroborated by the U j values (jU j j < 1:645 for all j). Support was also found for local independence (R 2 ¼ 36:62, df ¼ 24, p ¼ :05). Thus, I concluded that the Rasch model held for the 8-item subset. This result was used for scale calibration.
Calibrating the scale
The Rasch model does not fix the origin of the scale (adding a constant c to both h and d j in Eq. (1) does not affect the response probability). This problem was routinely fixed during the estimation process by setting the sums of the estimated h and d values both equal to 0. Fig. 4 shows the calibrated scale for the 8 items. Item locations correspond to estimated ds (Table 1) . Item 4 is the easiest and Item 13 the most difficult. Based on the sufficient statistics (i.e., X þ ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; 8), students can have one of 9 different estimated h values, which are also displayed. For each h value a standard error was estimated, which was used to estimate 80% confidence intervals expressing measurement precision as a function of the scale [12] . In Fig. 4 , the interval forĥ ¼ À0:03 (standard error = 0.79, interval length = 2.03) is shorter than the interval forĥ ¼ 2:02 (standard error = 1.04, interval length = 2.67), because the formerĥ value better complies with the item difficulties than the latter (other results are not shown to keep the figure simple).
Practical use of the scale
The example served the purpose of illustrating how a scale is calibrated. In general, arithmetic scales contain more than 8 items so as to have higher precision. If the five deleted items had had higher discrimination than the 8 Rasch items I would have used the 2-parameter logistic model to calibrate the 13-item scale. However, the five deleted items had low discrimination and including them in the scale would only increase measurement precision marginally. A better research strategy is studying the causes why the 5 deleted items performed worse than the eight Rasch items, and using the resulting knowledge to construct and include items expected to have higher discrimination, so that a more precise scale results. Doing this is interesting but beyond the scope of this article. The specific application of the test determines the desired measurement precision. A diagnostic test, which is used to pinpoint difficulties students have with particular kinds of arithmetic problems, may use fewer items than a high-stakes test that is used for important pass-fail decisions with respect to an educational program.
Differences with physical measurement
Psychological scales do not have units comparable to meter, kelvin, joule, ohm, and becquerel. The cause for this absence is that psychology does not yet have theories about interesting attributes that are sufficiently precise to allow their experimental verification, justifying concatenation operations or other procedures logically leading to unit-based measurement [50] . Instead, the mathematical structure of an item response model defines the scale, and the goodness-of-fit of the model to the sample data implies that the scale can be used for the application at hand. For example, the Rasch model implies equal dis- Calibrated Scale (θ ) tances between adjacent integer scale values but it does not fix the scale's origin. When estimating the parameters, setting the sums of the item and person parameters to 0 solves this problem. The units are expressed on a logit scale but there is no underlying theory that defines the units specifically for different attributes. All of the above applies to the arithmetic scale I constructed: The fit of the Rasch model implies an equal-unit scale in terms of logits but without a meaningful zero point. If I had used different arithmetic items requiring different formal and cognitive operations for their solution, this might have produced another equal-unit scale but the units of the two scales might have been different. If different tests have items in common, this forms a basis for equating the units. The lack of an origin means that a measurement value does not represent an absolute arithmetic level. Instead, the content of the items is used to interpret test results. In psychology such scales prove useful for establishing the arithmetic level at which a student has arrived, for diagnosing the problems a student has and that might justify remedial teaching, and for determining whether a student should be admitted to a higher-level course.
Nonparametric item response models define ordinal scales, which not only better reflect the state of psychological theory development but also are sufficient for many applications. Examples are the selection of the highestscoring applicant for a job and the selection of the 20 highest-scoring students for admittance to a specialized and expensive course. Interestingly, physics has had a profound influence on the thinking about psychological measurement [50, 51] but the more primitive state of psychological attribute theories has moved psychological measurement in a different direction [50] , as this article demonstrates.
Conclusions
Psychological measurement instruments suffer from problems that may be recognizable for measurement specialists in the exact sciences. Measurement precision-the degree to which measurements are repeatable under the same circumstances-and the construction of a calibrated scale are technical problems, which are mastered well. The validity problem of determining whether the instrument captures the psychological attribute of interest has raised much debate on preferred methodologies and philosophical viewpoints on psychological attributes [14] .
The gap between psychometrics and the practice of test construction in psychology is noteworthy but I believe not uncommon in many other scientific areas. Theory development by definition is ahead of practical application and it may take some time for practitioners to catch up and give up on the older and more familiar methodologies. Nevertheless, the past few decades have shown a steady growth of the number of applications of item response models, and they may be expected to eventually replace the simpler and less effective psychometric methods such as classical test theory.
Three professional measurement organizations are the following. The Psychometric Society (http://www.psychometrika.org/) is an international nonprofit professional organization devoted to the advancement of quantitative measurement practices in psychology, education, and the social sciences. The National Council on Measurement in Education (http://www.ncme.org/) is a nonprofit organization devoted to advance the science of measurement in the field of education. The International Test Commission (http://www.intestcom.org/) is an association of different organizations committed to promoting effective testing and assessment policies and to the proper development, evaluation and uses of educational and psychological instruments.
